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In order to evaluate this year’s orogress, it is first necessary
to recall three events which have had a direct bearing on the Law
School’s activities and objectives. During my interviews for the
deanship, both Father Hesburgh and Hr. Stephan asked whether it was
possible to bring the Law School’s reputation up to that enjoyed by
schools such as Harvard and Yale. During that same orocess, Fathers
Hesburgh and Burtchaell stated that one of the Dean’s main tasks
would be to improve the Law School faculty and expand their endeavors.
The President also expressed the need to reorganize the Law alumni and
revitalize their interest in the school.
Not long after I was appointed Dean, I had occasion to meet with
one of the most respected American law deans. When I asked his opinion
of the Notre Dame Law School, he answered that he thought it was a very
good law school but not a great one. This was most regrettable, he
stated, because there had never been a great Catholic law school. Yet
Notre Dame appeared to be the only Catholic law school that presently
had the potential for greatness. The distinction between very good
and great appears to be that the very good law schools do a superior
job in training lawyers, while the great schools (in addition to the
impact they have through their graduates) take a direct leadership
role in the legal profession and in legal education. People think of
Harvard and Yale as great law schools not only because of the quality
of their graduates but additionally because of the contributions made
to the profession through the initiatives of the institutions themselves.
The third event centers around newspaper articles which printed
an allegation that a partner of a prominent Wall Street law firm
referred to Catholic law schools as inferior, with specific reference
to Notre Dame. At lunch with Father Hesburgh on the subject of these
newspaper articles, I noted that if such a statement had reference to
training law students it would be completely without foundation since
in that area Notre Dame is second to none. I also admitted, however,
that we have never had the resources to be among the leaders in the
sense reflected above. Father Hesburgh told me at that time that I
should outline what it would take to bring Notre Dame Law School among
the leadership schools and that after I had preDared such an outline
a meeting of the Chairman, President, Provost and Dean would take place.
I have spent much of this year preparing that requested outline.
After reading most of the works on legal education, consulting with
both academic and practicing lawyers and completely analyzing present
programs at Notre Dame and elsewhere, I have come to the conclusion
that to be a great law school, a school must attain distinction in each
of the following eight categories:
















